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Nu Chapter News
Chapter Nu 
had a Wine 
and Cheese 
tasting party 
on February 8.
The night 
started with 
food and light-
hearted 
conversation. It 
progressed into 
a friendly 
Valentine’s Day trivia game. The laughter that went 
along with the competition surely helped eliminate 
any calories consumed during the former part of the 
evening.

http://www.dkgalaska.org
http://www.dkgalaska.org


Beta Chapter Celebrates 
BP Teacher of Excellence

Beta Chapter of DKG Alaska celebrates our 
own Becky Zaverl who was recently chosen as a BP 
Teacher of Excellence. Becky was born and raised 
in Fairbanks and is a fourth-generation teacher. She 
teaches kindergarten at Denali Elementary School 
which is also where her grandmother taught. She is 
a co-coordinator of the Fairbanks North Star 
Borough School District Elementary and Junior High 
School district-wide speech contest. The Fairbanks 
Daily News Miner credited her for setting up a “safe 
and loving” classroom and for making schoolwork 
fun. Becky was not only one of five teachers chosen 
as a Fairbanks recipient, she was also chosen as a 
BP Teacher of Excellence for the entire region 
making her a statewide finalist! We are so proud of 
you Becky!

EASYBIZ  IS A WAY YOU CAN HELP
Hey, DKG Alaska members. If you have an Alaska Airlines Mileage Plan account and purchase Alaska 
Airlines tickets, then signing up for EasyBiz is a way that you can help the DKG Alaska State Organization.
The DKG Alaska State Organization will receive credit for any dollars you pay for a reservation. The money 
you spend on your tickets will translate into mileage deposited into the DKG Alaska State Organization 
EasyBiz account. After enough miles are accrued, the DKG Alaska State Organization can use them to 
book mileage award tickets.
Here is how to join EasyBiz and get started:
First of all, sign into your Alaska Airlines Mileage Plan account and verify all your personal information. (Go 
to My account, Profile, then My Info and subscriptions.)
Next, send an email to either Aldean Kilbourn (akilbourn@gci.net) or Joan Lower (joan.lower@gmail.com). 
Say, “I want to join EasyBiz.” 
Aldean or Joan will have EasyBiz send you a link, inviting you to join. Click the link and sign up, using your 
User ID (or MP #) and Password.
After you have successfully joined, whenever you go to make a paid airline reservation, log in at 
easybiz.alaskaair.com (instead of www.alaskaair.com) using your User ID (or MP #) and Password, and 
book your travel there.
Don’t worry; you will still earn the usual mileage, for miles traveled, that you’ve always earned.  That 
mileage will still be credited to your Alaska Airlines Mileage Plan account and will accrue, for you to use for 
free travel. You will have nothing to lose by purchasing your tickets through Easybiz. At the same time, our 
state organization will have something to gain: the DKG Alaska State Organization will be accruing miles 
based on the dollars spent for all the tickets purchased by our members through easybiz.alaskaair.com.
Reminder: After you join, always sign in at easybiz.alaskaair.com to make your airline ticket purchases.
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Message from the State President, Colleen Brown
Revitalization

Part One: Celebrate Accomplishments
As this biennium ends, I reflect upon our work these past two years like I did when the school year ended 
as an elementary teacher and literacy specialist. I would look at each child’s growth. Credit was given to the 
team, which consist of the child, parents, care providers, school staff, and the classroom teacher. I believe 
that a team approach helps a child soar academically and socially. A student gains wings of confidence as a 
learner when the team creatively considers and designs educational lessons for each unique individual, and 
remains involved in the child’s life. When a child is behind in school, our goal is to help the child be on or 
above grade level. We want them to love learning and be a self-learner.
The same is true for our Alaska DKG organization in the revitalization effort to end the downward spiral of 
membership and begin soaring upward in membership through initiation, cultivation, and celebration. 
Alaska came together as a team making much progress this biennium. Let’s celebrate the team’s efforts!
The team included State Officers, State Past Presidents, State Committee Chairs and their members, 
chapter presidents and their membership. To ensure Alaska’s future success, together we brainstormed and 
made decisions designed to meet the needs of Alaska. Like a child behind in school, Alaska was behind, 
decreasing in membership for five years before this biennium. This biennium, we got on grade level, and 
increased our membership by five percent. Together we confidently made changes and added new systems 
to our mode of operation. We want all members to love learning and love being a DGK International sister. 
We want DKG to be part of each member’s DNA…to be a life long DKG member. Hats off to our five 
members who celebrated their 50 years of membership. DKG is a priority to them. To keep Alaska 
ascending, it needs all our members to be like these five who made DKG a priority for life.
The focus of the Alaska Online Convention in April was to celebrate our members and Alaska DKG. It is 
with great honor to reflect and celebrate our achievements this biennium. What did we accomplish this 
year? Through our three online revitalization meetings and State Leadership Convention with Carolyn 
Pittman, your commitment to keep Alaska alive was evident. Each chapter became more aware of State 
level activities, the benefits of DKG, and the need for all members to invite prospective members to chapter 
meetings and events. Chapters sought creative avenues to do orientations, initiations, cultivations, and 
simplifications of chapter meetings.
There were many accomplishments this biennium besides increasing membership. Gara Cesefske, who 
became the Communications Director, rallied her team to become connected and work together. The State 
website has a new look with Alaska photos, new focus categories, and training videos. The Nuggets added 
new creative designs. Our Historian kept our records in order and archived in Fairbanks. Gara successfully 
ran our Go-To-Meet meetings using the padlet and video. She creatively finds ways to get all members tech 
savvy.
Vicky Foley, Chair of Expansion and Membership trained chapter membership chairs at the State 
Leadership Convention. She focused on simplifying and being creative in obtaining and keeping members. 
She held an honoring and respectful necrology for deceased members. She said yes to leadership and 
fulfilled her responsibilities.
Daphne Hofschulte remained as the Leadership Development Chair, and expertly facilitated the training at 
the State Leadership Convention. It was one of the best ever. Daphne helped secure financial assistance 
for Conferences and Conventions. She worked with Cherilyn Ansley, Chair of Finances whose team created 
and presented the 2019-2021 State budget, which included increasing leadership development finances.
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Gayle Hammons, Chair of Educational Excellence set up a credit class at the State Leadership 
Convention. She ran the class free of charge so our members 
would only pay $40 for the credit. That is a benefit of being a 
DKG member. We look forward to more credit classes. Gayle is 
a DKG lifer and it shows! We celebrate her servant’s heart!
It is important for all members to get involved beyond their 
chapters. We found that a major deterrent in attending State 
and International Conferences is finances. Let’s celebrate that 
we now have three ways members can receive financial 
assistance in attending State and International Conferences/
Conventions. First, the 2019-21 budget includes $5,800 for 
leadership development at conferences. Second, the state will 
offer $1,700 conference stipend each to Education Excellence 
Chair, Treasurer, Expansion and Membership Chair, and additional $700 for State President expenses 
other than travel. Third, Beta Educational Scholarship Foundation (BESF) offers conference scholarships 
to all Alaska members. Another major accomplishment is that we approved starting a State Foundation, 
which once in operation will provide financial assistance for Conferences and other educational 
endeavors. These accomplishments will help our state leadership team bond and plan for the next 
biennium while attending the International Leadership Conference in Iowa. They want to keep on the path 
of revitalization and unifying Alaska.
Aldean Kilbourn’s Nominations team diligently sought and found women who were elected as our state 
officers. That is a big accomplishment especially when more members are saying no to leadership 
positions. I celebrate these women who said YES to be the 2019-21 state officers. Celebrate the 
Nominations Committee for a job well done!
Barbara Sell’s Rules team worked long hours making amendments to our state Rules and Bylaws. They 
will continue to ensure the state aligns with International. Celebrate this teams efforts and commitment to 
DKG Alaska. They keep us all in order!
Tanya O’Brien’s Scholarship team awarded one scholarship this year and encourages members to take 
advantage of this benefit. Two members received scholarships: Dawn Swensen, Nu, at the state level and 
Gara Cesefske, Epsilon, at the International level. Hats off to the Scholarship team!
Let’s celebrate that International DKG Arts & Humanities Jury published photographs by Peaches Wallin, 
Epsilon, in the DKG Gallery of Fine Arts, an online gallery of works at www.dkg.org. Peaches is a first year 
member who accepted being Alaska’s representative for the DKG Arts and Humanities Jury. She modeled 
how anyone can apply and possibly be awarded the privilege of being recognized Internationally. What a 
great accomplishment for Peaches and our state! 
Chapter Presidents kept their chapters informed and moving forward in our state revitalization efforts. 
They are the conduits from state to chapter. Their participation at State meetings was vital and 
appreciated. All the chapters brought in new members, cultivated all members, and celebrated members’ 
accomplishments. Kudos to all chapters for their personal achievements.
Iota Chapter, Sitka, made a huge achievement in making a paradigm shift in its thinking of who can 
become a member and initiated 7 new members. They met the President’s Challenge of initiating five 
members: one under thirty, one reinstatement, one diversified, and two from any category. Hurrah for 
Iota!!! We are proud of you! Your future looks bright.
It is a great privilege to be a DKG member, and let’s celebrate each member of DKG Alaska. It is a major 
DKG achievement to be a one year member, a five year member, and a fifty year member. The one year 
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member gives it a try and sees how it goes. Many people drop out of organizations and even teaching 
careers before reaching a five year marker. Five year members are committed to DKG, and they need 
encouragement to go the distance like the fifty-year members. Fifty year members have a rich knowledge 
that they are part of something great and beneficial. They have built relationships with DKG sisters around 
the globe and have grown from their time with DKG. They are now our role models to emulate and learn 
from. I encourage you to find one of these fifty year members and ask them to mentor you in the ways of 
DKG.

Part Two: Chapter Visits, Fall 2018
We started the work of revitalization, and we will 
need to continue. It was important to visit each 
chapter, updating and cultivating a team approach 
in keeping Alaska vital. Chapter visits are a benefit 
for both the State President and the chapter as it 
builds relationship between the state and local 
governing bodies. It helps all members to see that 
they belong to a Society that is a three tier 
International organization. Each chapter is needed 
at the State level to ensure Alaska’s future.
Last October the last three chapter visits were 
completed. The week-long stay in Fairbanks was 
filled with daily activity. Both chapters graciously 
spent time with me ensuring a fantastic Fairbanks 
trip. Beta hosted first with Maryanne Allen taking 
me to dinner with Daphne Hofschulte.

On Saturday morning Beta had a delightful 
meeting in which they shared information 
about their monthly fundraiser, Friends of 
Education, new teacher support, and 
Christmas Tea silent auction. The program 
was informative with two people speaking on 
both sides of the ballot for the Stand for 
Salmon measure. After the meeting we had 
a wonderful lunch at the Chowder House. In 
the evening Maryanne brought us to a funny 
movie called Sudsy Slim Rides Again by 
Chad Carpenter of Tundra Comics. 
Carpenter was there in person sharing 
highlights of the movie. On Sunday, a road 
trip to Chena Hot Springs was amazing.
Then the handoff to Theta occurred. Tanya 
O’Brien’s lovely new home proved a nice 
retreat for two days while she was out of
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state. Then Aldean Kilbourn hosted until Saturday. Kay Sanders took us to Hutchison High School to visit 
her daughter’s science classroom and to lunch. Claudia Pierson and her husband provided dinner out to a 
yummy place. On Thursday, Aldean arranged for a visit to Anne Wien Elementary, coffee at the Little Owl, 
chair Pilates, and lunch and laughing yoga at Raven Landing. We spent the afternoon in AgJackson’s 
apartment laughing and eating ice cream. Pat Turner gave us a tour of her apartment. The special 
memory is of the beautiful DKG quilt she won at a DKG 
Convention. It is proudly displayed on her bed. Theta had an 
educational field trip to the studio of local artist, Judie Gumm, and 
afterwards, Aldean hosted Theta’s business meeting. They out did 
themselves with a wonderful spread of delicious food. They 
allowed me as Beta did to share my presidential message with the 

activity of adding a 
pearl to the strand. 
We are stronger and 
more lustrous as we 
unite together.
At the end of 
October, the final 
chapter visit was to 
Homer. Rebecca 
Paul graciously 
opened her house 
for the night. 
Omicron Chapter 
had a wonderful turn 

out to 
the meeting. They too had a wonderful spread 
of food and allowed me to share my 
presidential message.

I appreciate the love each chapter showered 
upon me during the visits. Each chapter is 
doing quality work in the effort to revitalize 
Alaska. Together we are thinking through the 
challenges we have and striving to overcome 
hurdles in our pathway. Keep up the good 
work in your chapters. You are truly pearls! 
Thanks for allowing me this opportunity to visit 
and be your State President for the 2017-2019 
Biennium .~ Colleen

REMINDER: Chapter dues should be paid to your chapter treasurer by June 1. Change of date for 
dues to be paid by state treasurer has changed due to the fiscal year considerations of 
International DKG.
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Theta Chapter News
Part of Theta's gathering for the April 27, 2019 Go-
To-Meeting included honoring two members, Pat 
Turner and Sandy Buhite, for fifty years of 
membership in Delta Kappa Gamma. Marlin Collins 
was also honored for all that she’s done the past 
year, arranging trips, meeting locations, helping with 
technical needs, as well as accepting to take on the 
job of online state secretary for the next biennium. 
Judy Ireton, Eta, happened to be in Fairbanks and 
joined the chapter for the GTM.

OPIOID PREVENTION EVENT GETS HELP FROM THETA MEMBERS
On Friday, April 19th, from 5-9 PM, students from the newly formed group called West Valley High 
School Opioid Prevention Team and the student clubs Sources of Strength, Signs of Suicide, and 
=SOSx2 hosted an event to bring awareness to the dangers of opioids and prescription drugs. One 
student made a film that portrayed students facing life struggles. One character in the mini-movie was 
portrayed as an athlete, who was injured and became addicted to his prescription drugs. There was a 
presentation about opioids. The event's theme was Healthy Living and Trees because a tree can 
symbolize the community that has many branches and roots which can make students stronger. (e.g., 
Our Sources of Strength and Community Partners.)
There were Community Partners at tables that shared healthy choices information including the 
Fairbanks Native Association on suicide prevention, The Wellness Coalition, WVHS's Opioid Prevention 
Team, and The Sources of Strength, Signs of Suicide.  This event was designed to provide information 
to West Valley HS students, who may need help or want to learn more about mental health.
From 6-7 PM, Mexican food was provided by Gallo's (through a grant written by Joy Grubis, Theta 
member) to all who attended.
The student groups wanted to raise money in the form of a dessert auction. The money raised was for a 
"legacy project" for some furniture to be placed around the school in a few different hallways to be
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Theta Chapter once again gave out 15 
Mini-Grants to several educators in the 
Fairbanks North Star Borough. Awardees 
made presentations about what their grants 
were used for at our February and March 
meetings:. Kuspuk creations, math 
manipulatives, Floor Ball for all, classroom 
exercise equipment, and poetry shadow 
boxes. Such Creativity!

used for educational purposes, restorative justice, reflection, or a 
place to take a break if a student is really stressed, etc.  These 
areas would be called "Wellness Stations" and plaques would 
describe the purpose and sponsors of the areas. (This is the start 
of that fundraising project.) Theta chapter members helped 
gather or provided desserts as well helped to oversee the 
auction, which raised just under $200.
After the Mexican dinner, students had the opportunity to make 
art at various stations around the commons. The message at the 

art stations was that there 
is more to life than drugs. 
A banner was available 
that students could pledge 
to be drug free by printing 
their hand print or tracing 
an outline. This was the 
"Hands off Drugs Station."
Other art stations were 
either abstract or 
traditional. All of the art 
work is currently displayed in a specific hallway for students to visit.  
A community art paper quilt project and a community healthy 

choices tree encouraged everyone to select their favorite season 
and healthy hobby.
This school event put on by WVHS students with help from their 
sponsors Theta member Joy Grubis, Tom Kennedy & Fanta Lee 
Sankoh, brought students from different social groups together 
to share valuable information, food, and time to be creative.
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Beta Chapter Celebrates Our 
District-wide Speech Contest 

Chairpersons
Beta members Becky Zaverl and her mother, 
Bonnie Roberts again organized the entire 
annual FNSB district-wide speech contest, 
April 13, 2019. As usual, it was a huge 
success! The number of speakers greatly 
surpassed the numbers of speakers 
participating in previous years! And there 
were many outstanding speeches and 
performances.
As co-chairs, Bonnie and Becky take on 
different tasks to prepare for this event. 
Becky works with the teachers and students 
who are taking on this challenge and Bonnie 
works with the many details involved in 
planning such a large event. 

The week before spring break, Becky visits 
the classroom of all interested teachers in the 
district. During this visit, Becky gives these 
teachers examples of four kinds of speeches; 
original oration, extemporaneous, humorous, 
and serious. She also explains what is

expected as the students present their speech, such as the 
writing of the speech with introductions and conclusions as 
well as the presentation elements such voice, gestures, and 
eye contact.
Becky was a contestant herself in this same event when 
she was a grade school student so she truly understands 
the benefits to students. She writes, “I believe in the 
qualities we are teaching and the numerous benefits the 
students get from this experience.”
Bonnie recruits volunteers from our two Fairbanks Delta 
Kappa Gamma chapters as well as from the community at 
large. This year, this included six final judges, twelve semi-
final judges, six timers/scorers, five hostesses, and two 
kitchen helpers. She also recruits volunteers to prepare 
breakfast goodies and luncheon salads and desserts for the 
judges. Bonnie works with the administration and teachers 
of the school where the contest is taking place to ensure 
that things run smoothly.
Besides volunteering for the many jobs on this day, the 
Beta Educational Scholarship Foundation supports and 
encourages coaches with a stipend as they are not paid by 
the school district for all of the extra time and effort these 
coaches expend.
As Bonnie says, “It takes a village” to put on one of these 
events, but it also takes the tireless leadership of Bonnie 
Roberts and Becky Zaverl to create such a successful 
event! Great job ladies!
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Get to Know the DKG 365 App  
Take a Look 

Members may have used the DKG App for conventions in the past. The International 
Society is now happy to announce that you can access DKG International any time using 
your smart phone with the DKG 365 App. Find out about coming events, learn the latest 
news, check deadlines, access DKG sponsored tours, and much more. You can even 
access the 2018 Constitution and International Standing Rules right from your phone.  
The app is relevant and up to date year-round and only available to members. 

The app has two parts. The newest part brings the key elements of the website right to 
your phone. This part will give members basic information, news, updates, etc. that they 
would normally go to the website to find, but in a format more accessible than the 
website on their portable devices.  

The convention portion of the app will still be available to serve as a reference tool to 
plan conference or convention experiences. It will include hotel maps, daily schedules, 
keynote speakers, discussion boards, and special events.  Members using the app will be 
able to feel more connected and informed about events, whether they are in 
attendance or not. 

If a member needs to find out about a grant application, wants to submit an entry to the 
Arts and Humanities Gallery, or contact DKG, the information is as near as your phone. 
When you meet a prospective member, take out your phone and show the Society’s 
Mission and Purposes. Even better, share pictures of members on the photo page. In 
fact, all members can post photos of chapter, state, and international events right to the 
app. 

Many people use a smartphone or mobile device for almost everything from paying for 
merchandise to planning a vacation. Join the new generation of connected DKG 
members and download and use the DKG 365 App. 

Editors, Webmasters, 
Marketing Leaders 

Register now for a DKG International 
Conference.  Each conference will 
feature a breakout session with a 
panel of experts with current infor-
mation for anyone interested in 
learning more about newsletters, 
websites and marketing. Panelists 
will give tips, answer questions, and 
listen to feedback. This session will 
be offered by the International Com-
munications and Marketing Com-
mittee at all locations. Plan to attend 
the conference featuring your area 
of interest.  

 

Get Connected on Your Phone 
To get the Delta Kappa Gamma 365 mobile app: 
 
• iPhone and iPad user—search “DKG 365” or “Delta Kappa 

Gamma" in the Apple App Store. 
• Android users—search “DKG365” or “Delta Kappa Gamma" in the Google Play Store. 
• Blackberry, Windows, laptops—go to this address on your smart phones or computer 

browsers (omit www): https://dkg.gatherdigital.com. 
 
Click HERE for instructions on signing in to the app. The login is different from signing in 
to the International website. 
 
Thanks! We hope you use and enjoy the mobile app! 
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SAN FRANCISCO 
& NAPA VALLEY 

DKG FOOD & WINE GO AHEAD TOUR 

Reserve your spot now at www.dkg.org > Events > Go
Ahead Tours > San Francisco Napa Valley > Info Packet

Registration deadline of June 24, 2019 to the 
Go Ahead Ad for the Wine & Country Tour
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The Zeta Chapter filled two tables and earnestly participated in both the silent auction and fundraising drive 
to support such a worthy cause. Besides enjoying a savory meal, attendees were entertained by the 
performance artist, Michael Ostaski, who created a work of art within minutes before their very eyes! Megan 
Mazurek and Jimmy Gaddis emceed the “Silent Nights, Starry Nights” event, auction, and fundraiser to help 
make the evening a success. As in typical style, our sisters showed their support well into the evening and 
are already looking forward to next year’s gala!
In December, brave Zeta members Becky Forsyth, Jill Abrams, Colleen Picullo-Stout, Judi Westfall, Gina 
Perry and Jennifer Kueter participated in the 10th Annual Polar Plunge that benefits Special Olympics 
Alaska. Together they were able to raise almost $1800 for this worthy statewide program. The chilly, quick 
experience and almost tropically warm hot tub was memorable for most. One member was overheard 
saying, “Well, I can scratch that off my bucket list!”

Zeta Chapter News

Zeta Chapter’s Days & Nights
was a wonderful time had by all 
our members who attended the 
annual AWAIC Gala held in 
October at the Captain Cook 
Hotel. This annual event raises 
funds for the Abused Women’s 
Aid in Crisis shelter in 
Anchorage which provides both 
shelter and educational support 
for victims and their children.   

Zeta Chapter standing left to right:  Nicole Holta, Nicole Ullman, Jessica Minguez, Kari Pool, Amy Downer, 
Colleen Pucillo-Stout, Kati Rogness, Cherilyn Ansley, Gina Perry, Judi Westfall, Jill Abrams, Tiffiney French, 
Christina McSorley.  Kneeling left to right:  Sandra Charlestream, Abby O'Neill, Brandee Bodenner, Jeri 
Pickerel, Jennifer Kueter, Jill Hays, Becky Forsyth
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Zeta	Chapter	-		Jeri	Pickeral,	Wendy	
Roberts,	Nicole	Ulman,	Cherilyn	
Ansley,	Colleen	Picullo-Stout, 
Heather Jipping, Becky Forsyth, 
Abby O'Neill, Judi Westfall, Kati 
Rogness, Amy Down

One Saturday morning in February, Zeta Chapter provided a 
healthy, delicious brunch for the families caring for their sweet 
babies in the Newborn Intensive Care Unit (NICU) at Providence 
Hospital.  Several members stayed to tour the unit with Ginny 
Shaffer, The Parent Navigator at the Children’s Hospital, who 
graciously answered many questions and enlightened us all 
explaining the gentle practices and procedures they provide for all 
the babies they receive. 

AK STATE FOUNDATION UPDATE	
 	

Members attending the GTM State Convention on April 27 approved the formation of an AK State 
Foundation. BESF will handle current finances and scholarships until December 2019, when the transition 
to the new state foundation will occur. 

Rationale that tipped the scale for acceptance were: 
·Members can use the fund for educational scholarships to gain leadership training.
·Members who receive assistance are more apt to travel to conferences and thus return with valuable 

information that will not only help them personally, but also help in the leadership of their 
chapter and state.

·DKG AK’s current leadership core is on the older side. Stipends will encourage new members to get 
involved more quickly and keep DKG AK vibrant.

·Even though there are multiple reasons for people to donate, the Foundation will be a 501-c3 entity that 
allows tax deductions under certain circumstances.

·Besides our own members, family and friends, there are also numerous organizations that give money to 
non-profits. Examples: Amazon Smile, Easy Biz, GVEA, Charity Walk, Fred Meyer, and Pick-
Click-Give.
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DEADLINE EXTENDED FOR 
CONFERENCE SCHOLARSHIPS

The deadline for DKG AK members to 
apply for Conference Scholarships has 
been extended to this June 1st. Added 
information and a 'new and improved' 
application follow. In addition, see the 
APPLICANTS WANTED AD for details 
about which Conferences are available. 
While members have always been able 
to attend any Regional Conference, 
previously people felt as if they should 
attend the conference in their own 
region. This year, the conferences are 
advertised by topic, and not region. Thus, 
depending on your interests and where 
you'll be in June and July, you could 
apply to attend any of the International 
Conferences.
State presidents and other officers and 
committee chair will still receive 
Leadership Training at every conference. 
However, Arts & Humanities, Technology, 
Research & Practices, and Global 
Awareness will be featured at the various 
conference sites.
In addition, you may apply for our own 
State Leadership Convention, hosted 
by Ketchikan April 24 - 25, 2020.

Applying will require early planning, 
because all of these scholarships will be 
awarded by June 15, 2019. APPLY 
NOW!!
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Beta	Educa.on	Scholarship	Founda.on	
Delta	Kappa	Gamma	-	Beta	Chapter	

UPDATED	APRIL	19,	2019	
Grants-in-Aid	are	awarded	to	women	who	are	pursuing	educa.on	in	the	

field	of	educa.on.

BESF	Conference	Scholarship	Informa.on	

The	purpose	of	the	scholarship	is	to	encourage	leadership	training	and	involvement	in	
DKG.	BESF	will	offer	Conference	Scholarships	in	the	amount	of	$500	to	members	of	DKG	
AK	State.	Amounts	will	be	for	DKG	conferences	only,	with	the	expectaPon	that	
aQendees	will	return	to	share	informaPon	that	will	enrich	and	revitalize	their	chapters.	

The	Process	of	Applying	for	the	BESF	Conference	Scholarship	

	 •ApplicaPon	and	AdverPsement	can	be	found	on-line	at	
	 	 betafoundaPon.weebly.com	or	on	the	following	page	
	 •Applica.ons	must	be	received	by	midnight,	June	1,	2019		
	 •Mail	completed	form	to	BESF	Conference	Scholarship	CommiQee	
	 	 c/o	Judy	Tolbert		 3032	Riverview	Dr.		 Fairbanks,	AK	99709		
	 	 OR	email	Judy	Tolbert	at	jmtolbert@alaska.edu	

The	Process	of	Awarding	the	BESF	Conference	Scholarship	

	 •Awards	will	be	determined	by	the	BESF	execuPve	board.	
	 •Scholarship	applicants	shall	be	noPfied	as	soon	as	possible,	following	the	
	 	 selecPon.		
	 •Recipients	are	expected	to	report	back	to	their	local	chapter	about	their	
	 	 experience	and	are	encouraged	to	write	an	arPcle	for	The	Nuggets.	
	 •Priority	will	be	given	to	first-Pme	conference	aQendees.	

REMEMBER			.	.	.			Applica.on	Deadline	is	Midnight,	June	1,	2019
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Beta Educational Scholarship Foundation
DELTA KAPPA GAMMA – Beta Chapter

UPDATED!! April 19, 2019
BESF Conference Scholarship Application

PERSONAL:

Name___________________________________________________________Date________________

Permanent Mailing Address  ___________________________________________________________

Preferred Phone Contact ______________________________________________________________

Email ______________________________________________________________________________

Current DKG Chapter_________________________ Years of DKG Membership _________________

Your involvement in DKG, including attendance at other DKG conferences and conventions: 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Conference you wish to attend: 

Name of Conference: _________________________________________________________________

Location:  ___________________________________________________________________________

Dates of  Conference: _________________________________________________________________

SUBMIT this application form to:

Judy Tolbert 3032 Riverview Drive Fairbanks, AK 99709

Or email to Judy Tolbert at jmtolbert@alaska.edu

Must be received by midnight June 1, 2019

Beta Educational Scholarship Foundation is a 503(3)c charitable organization


